1. Welcome (10 minutes).
   a. Roll call
   b. Zoom guidance/info
      i. Update on zoom chat: on recent zoom updates, a screen reader user is now able to control on their own if they hear or don't hear the chat messages.
      1. Zoom user has to go in and choose which announcements they will hear, they didn't turn it off by default, they gave a person the choice to hear them just in case important stuff does happen in the chat
2. Approve July and December meeting minutes (10 minutes)
   a. June meeting minutes, December meeting minutes
   b. Vote
3. Announce outcome of Charter/bylaws vote (10 minutes)
   a. Majority vote
4. Vote on co-chair (10 min)
5. Discussion on new member nominations (10 min)
   a. Vote on new members
6. Discussion of working group proposals and how to organize ideas (10 min)
   a. Working group google doc
7. Emergency evaluation planning process- Ben (10 min)
8. Updates (Less than 20 min)
   a. Website remediation project status
b. Communication funding  
c. IAB (Chancellors Independent Advisory Board on Policing) and disability on campus  
d. Covid-19 and disability  
e. Invited School of Public Health Michael Lu and Osagie Obasogie to give an update on the eugenics fund discovered in 2020 in the next CACDAP meeting in April; have proposed Institute, Centers, Fellowships, etc.  
f. Future of Work (JF, DivAP); Remote Accommodations Working Group (CK, UE); together preserving remote access for disabled students and employees post pandemic  

9. Close of meeting  
   a. Next meeting 4/23/21
Chancellor’s Advisory Council on Disability & Accessibility Planning

Meeting Notes
Fri 2/26/21
10:30 am-12 pm
Zoom

1. Welcome (10 minutes).
   a. Meeting called to order 10:36 am
   b. Roll call: 13/15, quorum
   c. Zoom guidance/info
      i. Update on zoom chat: on recent zoom updates, a screen reader user is now able to control on their own if they hear or don't hear the chat messages.
         1. Zoom user has to go in and choose which announcements they will hear, they didn't turn it off by default, they gave a person the choice to hear them just in case important stuff does happen in the chat

2. Updates
   a. Ella- Gustafson update: self evaluation/questionnaire has been collected
   b. K.Nielson update on disability community center. Coordinator has been found. 4/1 start date. Remodel discussions scheduled in the summer. Fall is opening of the center
   c. K.Nakamura update on VCEI search (O.Dubon leaving) - New title will be: VCEI/Chief Diversity Officer.
      i. Talk of restructure / Impact on DSP
      ii. FYI Provost Paul A. leaving UC Berkeley

3. Approve June and December meeting minutes (10 minutes)
a. June meeting minutes, December meeting minutes
b. Vote: All members support adopting July and Dec meeting notes in existing form

4. Announce outcome of Charter/bylaws vote (10 minutes)
   a. Majority vote- Charter/bylaws accepted after remote vote: 14 approved, 1 abstain

5. Vote on co-chair Nate Tilton (10 min)
   a. Vote: all members in support in Nate to be co chair
      i. Alternate co-chair idea was brought up

6. Discussion on new member nominations- Aaron Cohen and Nicole Castillo (10 min)
   a. Vote: all members in support of new members
   b. Action item- EC to send email to invite new members

7. Discussion of working group proposals and how to organize ideas (10 min)
   a. Working group google doc
   b. Action item- Asking CACDAP Projects for Working Groups

8. Emergency evaluation planning process- Ben (10 min)
   a. Overview- Redoing and updating all the signage including evaluation sign within a 2 years timeline
   b. Discussion to get input/feedback on signage and what is the role of an instructor during an emergency evaluation

9. Updates (Less than 20 min)
   a. Website remediation project status
      i. Shared IST and DAC project to remediate top Berkeley websites
         1. Denied funding for that, appealed it and now under consideration by Financial Review Committee
   b. Communication funding
   c. IAB/policing and disability on campus
      i. On recent report on police violence, no mention of people with disability
      ii. Meetings were scheduled and discussed. Karen Nielson and Marc will be advisor to IAB. UCPD will issue an addendum to the report.
      iii. Interest in creating working group: Nate, Aaron (new member nominated to be in this group), Susan
d. Covid-19 and disability
   i. Students with disabilities are eligible for vaccine in March

e. Invited School of Public Health Michael Lu and Osagie Obasogie to give an update on the eugenics fund discovered in 2020 in the next CACDAP meeting in April; have proposed Institute, Centers, Fellowships, etc.

f. Future of Work (JF, DivAP); Remote Accommodations Working Group (CK, UE); together preserving remote access for disabled students and employees post pandemic

10. Close of meeting 12:09pm

Attendees: Alena Morales, Ben Perez, Derek Coates (late arrival), Ella Callow, Georgina Kleege, Jonah Levy, Karen Nakamura, Karen Nielson, Katie Savin, Lucy Greco,, Mark Brindle, Mary Kelly, Nate Tilton, Susan Schweik
Not in attendance: Lucy Siriani

A complete agenda packet will be available for public review on the web at: https://dac.berkeley.edu/committees/chancellor%E2%80%99s-advisory-council-disability-and-accessibility-planning

ADA Disclaimer
To request disability-related accommodation(s) to participate in the meeting, including auxiliary aids or services, or alternative formats, please contact Donna Lee (donnal@berkeley.edu) with as much advance notice as possible and at least 7-10 days in advance of the meeting. Thank you!